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Generalization of Tests for Certain Properties 
of Variable-Length Codes* 
W. E. I~RT~TT 
Parke Mathematical Laboratories, Inc., Carlisle, Massachusetts 017M 
Constructive tests for error-correcting ability, decodability, and 
synchronizability for variable-length codes over noisy channels are 
given which generalize the known Sardinas-Patterson a d Leven- 
shtein tests. Special emphasis given to the case of indexed codes 
defined in terms of distance functions which generalize Hamming 
distance. 
INTRODUCTION 
The three properties of unique decipherability, decodability with 
bounded delay, and synchronizability for variable length codes have 
been described and studied in the literature of Coding Theory. For the 
most part, the properties were treated under the assumption of a noise- 
less channel and the necessary definitions were formulated in that setting. 
It is only in recent years that attempts have been made to deal with these 
properties in the presence of certain error patterns. Such attempts have 
faced a number of problems: how to describe the error patterns, how to 
give suitable generalizations of the definitions, how to characterize codes 
having these properties in an error context, and finally how to construct 
codes or families of codes to combat allowable noise. 
Since 1964 the Coding Group at Parke Mathematical Laboratories has 
been attacking these problems and the present paper reports on one 
aspect of that work. It provides constructive characterizing tests for the 
three properties of variable length codes over noisy channels which re- 
duce to the weil-known Sardinas-Patterson and Levenshtein tests in the 
absence of noise. The approach is fairly general in scope and a discussion 
of basic ideas will be helpful for background and motivation. 
The central notion for us is the concept of the range a (X)  of a 
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sentence X = ( al , a2, . . .  , a~) of variable length code words over some 
alphabet. For a given channel, a(X)  denotes the set of all sequences, 
which when received, should be decoded as X: for a noiseless channel, 
~(X) is just X, the juxtaposition product ala= . . .  a~. The notion of the 
range of sentence can be used to describe many error patterns and we 
indicate some of them now. First, we recall that noise may cause two 
kinds of errors: the change of one alphabet symbol to another, the 
substitution error, and the insertion or deletion of a symbol, the syn-  
chronization error. 
If we choose positive integers r, s, and t, then we could require that 
a(X)  consist of all sequences obtainable from ~7 by making up to r 
substitution errors and/or up to s synchronization errors for each t 
consecutive symbols transmitted. For an example, we could allow up to 2 
substitution errors and up to 1 synchronization error for each 100 con- 
secutive symbols sent. Clearly, there is a wide variety of error patterns 
describable in this way: in particular, we may deal with only one kind 
of error if this is desirable. 
A second scheme is as follows: for each code word a, specify a(a)  in ~n 
appropriate fashion, and then for X = (a,, a2, .- .  , a~) let a (X)  = 
a(a , )a (a2)  . . .  a(a,) ,  the set of all sequences obtained from juxtaposing 
sequences picked from the a(a~)'s. In this ease, we say that a is defined 
as a homornorphism: clearly, complete freedom still exists in the specifi- 
cation of a on the code words; both kinds of errors could be considered. 
Our generalizations will be established for the case of a a homo- 
morphism and with only substitution errors allowed. The first is an 
extremely useful technical restriction; the second is a necessary restric- 
tion because the corresponding theorems fail for synchronization errors. 
However within these restrictions we present he most general results 
achievable. 
The sets a (X)  may be thought of as "generalized balls" around the 
sequences ~7; our assumption that a is a homomorphism eans that the 
balls around sequences are generated by the balls around the code words 
and our assumption that only substitution errors are considered means 
that all sequences in a given ball around a code word have the same 
length as the code word. In particular cases, the balls would be described 
in terms of speciM distances between sequences. 
Later we shM1 use the notion of the range of a sentence to define three 
properties of codes for noisy channels: error correctability, decodability, 
and synchronizability (or error limitability). The first of these generalizes 
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the notion of unique decipherability, the second includes the notion of 
bounded elay, and the third the notion of reestablishing correct decod- 
ing after a finite delay. The definitions given will be general and suitable 
for any error patterns not just for the patterns we consider in this paper. 
It should be mentioned in passing that many different equivalent defini- 
tions of these properties exist (cf. the papers cited below). For example, 
our definition of synchronizability reduces to that of Levenshtein (1962) 
in the noiseless ease. 
The description of general error patterns, the formulation of adequate 
definitions, and characterizations of codes with the properties have been 
studied extensively by Calabi and Riley (1964), Calabi and Arquette 
(1965), Calabi and Arquette (1966), Arquette and Hartnett (1966), 
Arquette, Calabi, and Hartnett (1966), Calabi and Hartnett (1967a), 
and Hartnett (1967). Families of decodable codes for a third type of 
error pattern involving both kinds of errors have been constructed by 
Calabi and Hartnett (1967b) and families of error correcting and error 
limiting codes for substitution errors have been constructed by Hatcher 
(1968). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
For a given alphabet J, we let A = A( J )  denote the set of all non- 
empty finite sequences (=words) over J. If X and Y are subsets of A, 
we let XY = {xy: x E X, y E Y} where xy denotes the usual juxta- 
position product of words. For x E A we let I x [ denote the length of 
xandset[x]  = {x':x' E A, Ix ' l  = Ix l} ; fo rasubsetXofAwelet  
X* = (J{ [x]: x E XI and let Surf X denote the set of all suffixes of 
members of X which are not members of X. If x, y E A and [ x I ~ I Y ], 
then x E [y]u or y E [x]u for a unique u E h and we set r(x, y) = u. 
Now suppose that X and Y are subsets of A and define Q(X,  Y )  = 
{w: w E A, xw = y or yw = x forx E X andy E Y}. Notice that each 
w E Q(X,  Y )  is a suffix of a member of X or Y. Notice also that if all 
members of X and Y have a common length, then Q(X,  Y )  = $2~; 
it follows that if Q( {x}, {y~ ) ~ ~2~, then Ix I ~ [Y [ and x = yu or 
y -- xu for a unique u E A, that is, x is a prefix of y or conversely. Finally 
observe that if X c Ix] and Y c [y] for some x E X and y E Y and if 
u E Q(X,  Y), then Q(X, Y )  c [u], that is, all elements of Q(X,  Y )  have 
the same length. 
We now use these preliminary notions to define objects that will be 
needed for the rest of the paper. Suppose that A is a finite subset of A. A 
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mapping a from A into the subsets of A* will be called a 9auge on A iff 
a(a) c In] for each a C A. If a is a gauge onA, then (A, a) is called a 
gauged set and A will be referred to as the base set of the pair. The natural 
interpretation f a gauge is that for each a E A, a(a) is a set of words of 
the same length as a which are related to a in some fashion; such map- 
pings have been used for a variety of purposes by various authors. For 
example, we may think of a(a) as the set of sequences that can occur as 
output when a is transmitted over a channel. Logically, of course, we 
need not restrict a(a) to consist of words of the same length as a; for 
our applications, however, this will be necessary so we shall assume it at 
the outset. 
A given set A may have many gauges; normally these are chosen 
with a particular purpose in mind and we give a number of examples 
later. For applications, the gauge chosen would reflect some of the 
properties of the channel. One gauge occurs with considerable frequency 
and should be noted: for a E A we let ~(a) = {a}, e~eh element a is 
related only with itself. In this case we say that (A, t) is simple; clearly, 
we may always identify A and (A, t). We shall use this identification 
whenever it is convenient. 
Later we construct a sequence of gauged sets and prove a fundamental 
relationship concerning this sequence. In applications, however, we 
shall deal only with special gauged sets which reasonably may be termed 
codes. These are obtained by restrictions on the gauge as follows: a 
code (A, a) is a gauged set such that (1) a E a(a) for each a E A and 
(2) a(a) fq a(b) = 5Z~ for all distinct pairs of words of A. 
Gauged sets were introduced in Wolfowitz (1961) and called codes 
but only for the case when all elements of A had a common length. Our 
notion of gauged set is general enough to include many of the definitions 
of codes in the literature. It covers both block and variable length codes, 
distance codes, and indexed codes (see Calabi and Riley (1964)). It 
also encompasses the codes with admissibility mappings of Calabi and 
Arquette (1965) ; an admissibility mapping a on A has the property that 
(A, a) is a code in our sense. It should be mentioned that a simple gauged 
set (A, ~) is a code. 
If (A, a) is a gauged set, we let a(A) = U{~(a): a ~ A} and cM1 
(a(A), t) the expanded gauged set of (A, a); if (A, a) is a code, then 
(a(A), t) is the expanded code of (A, a). In the cases of a code (A, a), 
A ~ a(A) but this is not true in general for gauged sets and points up 
some of the motivation for our definition of a code. We normally think of 
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~(a) as the set of all sequences whose length is the same as a such that, 
when received, they are to be decoded as a. This view of a(a) requires 
first that a (a )c  [a], that is, that a is a gauge on A, second, that a C 
a'(a), ~nd third, that a(a) ~ a(b) = ~ for distinct pairs of words in A. 
In briefi we would want (A, a) to have those properties that our codes 
do have. 
Examples that will be of continued interest for us can be developed 
now. We need some background material involving J and A. We first 
indicate how a function g, defined on pairs of members of J ,  will yield a 
useful function defined on pairs of words. 
Suppose that g is a function defined on J × J ,  the set of ordered pairs 
of members Of J ,  which takes on integrM values and has the following 
properties::(1) 0 _< g(p, q) and g(p, q) = 0 if p = q, (2) g(p, q) = 
g(q, p), and (3) g(p, q) < g(p, r) + g(r, q) for p, q, and r in J .  
Now suppose that a, b E h, a -- (al, .- -, a,), b = (bl, . . . ,  b~) with 
a~ in J for each i and bj in J for each j. Let k = mia In, m} and define 
a function p~ by requiring that 
pg(a, b) = ~ g(ai, b,). 
I t  is clear that pg is defined on h x A and that pg(a, b) ~ 0 for each 
pair of words (a, b) in h x h. Using the fact that g has properties (1), 
(,2), and (3) above, we could prove directly that pg has the following 
properties: (1) po(a, b) -- 0 if a is a prefix of b or b is a prefix of a, (2) 
pa(a, b) = pg(b, a), and (3) pg(a, b) < p~(a, c) + pg(c, b) if l c I ~ rain 
I lal ,  lbll. 
Suppose now that A is a nonempty finite subset of A. It  is clear that 
pg is defined on A × A. We say that a function f is an index on A if for 
each a C A, f(a) is a non-negative integer and say that (A, f) is an 
indexed set if f is an index on A. We let 
Ss(~)(a; pg) = {a': a' E [a], pa(a, a') ~ f(a) }. 
Then S~(~)(a; pg) is the pg-sphere around a of radius f(a) and if we define 
a f  on A by requiring that a f (a )  = Ss(~)(a; pg), then a / i s  a gauge and 
a E a / (a )  for each f and g. In general, the gauged set (A, a f )  is not a 
code because alg(a) n aig(b) ~ ~ could hold for certain choices of a, b 
andf.  However, if no two words in A have the same length, then (A, a / )  
is a code. It  is obvious that ff we hope to achieve decoding, then we must 
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demand that (A, ai ~) is a code. If the index f is such that (A,  a J )  is a 
code, then we shall call (A, af ~) an indexed code. 
The indexed codes will be of substantial interest in this paper; many 
of their properties can be described in terms of the integral-valued 
functions, g, p~ and f, and other integral-valued functions obtained from 
them, if we impose certain restrictions on the function g. For a general 
function g, it can happen that ~ pg-sphere around a word a can be just 
{ a/despite the fact that 0 < f(a),  indeed, this can happen for larger(a). 
In other words, a p~-sphere with positive radius can be nearly empty 
and such p~-sphercs present a number of difficulties which we have to 
avoid in order to obtain useful results. 
We now present a condition which will yield "good" pg-spheres and 
then give examples of functions g which have satisfied this condition. 
We shall say that an integral-valued function g defined on J × J which 
satisfied the earlier conditions (1), (2), and (3) is a quasi-metric iff the 
corresponding function pg satisfies the following condition: (*) if b ~ [a] 
and pg(a, b) = h ~/¢  > 1 for positive integers h and k, then there exists 
c E [a] such that pa(a, e) = h, po(c, b) = /~. An easy argument shows 
that condition (*) is equivalent o the corresponding condition for 
g on J × J .  For our purposes (*) will be more convenient. 
Although (*) is a fairly strong condition, there are a number of quasi- 
metrics of interest. Throughout the rest of the paper g will denote an 
arbitrary quasi-metric unless otherwise specified. We now list certMn 
quasi-metrics on an arbitrary alphabet J ,  which can be taken to be 
{0,  1, • . . ,  n} for some natural number n; we let i and j denote members 
of the alphabet J .  
(1) Let g(i, i) = 0 for each i, g(i, j )  = 1 iff i ~ j.  Then pg is the 
extended Hamming distance (see Calabi and Riley (1964)). Clearly, 
pg satisfies (*). 
(2) Let g(i, j )  = I i -- j I, the absolute value of the difference of i 
and j. We may assume that whenever ] i - j ] > 1, then i - j > 1. 
Now suppose g(i, j )  = i - j = h ~ k > i for positive integers h and k. 
Then i>h>0,  i - -  ( i - -h )  > 0, (i -- h) -- j = /: > 0andso i -  h C 
J andg( i , j )  = i - j = [i - ( i  - h)] + [(i - h) - j ]  = g(i, i - h) + 
g( i -  h , j )  and g(i, i -  h) = h andg( i -  h, j )  = ]~. Henceg satisfiesits 
(*) condition and therefore is a quasi-metric because it clearly satisfies 
the conditions (1), (2), and (3). 
(3) For this example we regard one member of the alphabet as a 
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;'blank" or "erasure" symbol; denote it by 0. Then define g(i, i) = 0 
for eachi ,  g(i, 0) = l i f i~O,  andg( i , j )  = 2 i f i  ~0 ,  j~0 ,  i~ j .  
Informally, one error counts as two erasures. It is routine to show that 
g has properties (1), (2), and (3). The (*) condition for g need only 
be checked for g(i,j) = 2 and clearly we have g(i,j) = g(i,O)~- 
g(0, j) -- 1 + 1 = 2 with g(i, 0) = g(0, j) -- 1. Hence g is quasi-metric. 
(4) The (*) condition is trivially satisfied if g(i, j) g 1 for each i 
and j ;  this was the situation in example (1). As above in example (3) we 
maytakeg( i , j )  > 1 as long as we satisfy (*) forg. For J  = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 
we could have the following: g(i, i) = 0 each i, g(0, 1) = g(2, 3) -- 0, 
g(0,2) = g(0,3) = g(1,2) = g(1,3) = 1, g(0,4) --- g(1,4) = 
g(2, 4) = g(3, 4) = 2. It  then turns out that g is quasi-metric. 
For simplicity we will write p instead of pg for the rest of the paper 
unless otherwise noted assuming that there is a quasi-metric on J .  We 
now give examples of different codes with the same base set A, which 
will be used later to illustrate certain concepts. 
EXAMPLES OF CODES 
Throughout he examples we chose A = {001, 1010, 01010} = 
{a, b, c} with a = 001, b = 1010, and c = 01010 and fix the quasi-metric 
g on J x J by requiring that g(0, 0) = g(1, 1) = 0, g(1, 0) = 1 where 
we have chosen J = {0, 1} ; as noted above, pg = p is then the extended 
Hamming distance. 
1. The first example is (A, ~) where ~(a) = {a}, ~(b) = {b} and 
= {el.  
2. The gauge aonA is defined bythe  following 
~(a) ~(b) 
001 1010 
010 1100 
100 1001 
0110 
0101 
0011 
table: 
~)  
01oi0 
11000 
10100 
10010 
lO001 
011oo 
o1001 
o011o 
00101 
OOOll 
In this case, each member of a(x) for x C A has the same number of 
l 's as x. 
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3. We define an index f on A as follows: f(a) = 2, f(b) = 1, and 
f(c) = O. Assuming that g has been fixed as above we set a](x) = 
S:~(x; p) for each x C A. We then have the table below: 
~:(~) ~:(b) ,~:(c) 
001 1010 01010 
101 0010 
011 1110 
000 1000 
111 1011 
010 
100 
4. Suppose that f is the index on A of the preceding example and that 
g is fixed as at the beginning of this section. We now wish to define a 
gauge a: on A so that, for each a E A, a:(x) will be a set of sequences 
such that y E a:(x) iff the length of the error-burst of y relative to x 
is less than or equal to f (x) .  More precisely, for each pMr z, w of sequences 
such that z = (zl ,  . . - ,  z~), w = (wl, . . . ,  wk), and I z I = ] w I, we let 
D(z, w) = {/: g(z~ , wi) ~ 0}. 
Because D(z, w) c {1, - . . ,  k}, there is a first and a last subscript in 
D(z, w), say i and j respectively. We then define the length L(w, z) of 
D(x, w) tobe l  + (j - i ) .Final lyweseta:(x) = {y:y E [x], L(x, y) <_ 
f(x)} for each x E A and so obtain the table: 
d(~) ~:(b) ,,:(c) 
001 1010 01010 
000 0010 
011 1110 
101 1000 
111 1011 
010 
Several things should be noticed about this example. The strong 
dependence on g must be kept in mind; for example, if we chose g so that 
g(0, 0) = g(1, 1) = g(0, 1) = 0, then d(c)  and indeed a:(c) would 
consist of all binary sequences of length equal to ] c ]. The influence of 
the index f can be quite pronounced; for example, if we re-defined f(c) 
to be 4, then d(c)  would become a large set instead of just {c}. FinMly, 
both features would be more striking for codes with long words. These 
more striking examples are left to the reader. 
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2. A CONSTRUCTION INVOLVING GAUGED SETS 
Suppose that (A, a) and (Ao, no) are arbitrary gauged sets, that 
a E A and ao E Ao. We say that a is compatible with ao iff Q(s(a) ,  
ao(ao)) ~ ~.  If a is compatible with ao, then [ a ] ~ [ ao ], r(a, ao) = u 
for a unique u E A, and Q(a(a),  ao(ao)) c [u]. 
We now construct a sequence { (A~, s~) : n = 1, 2, ...} of gauged sets 
as follows. Form the set 
[r(a, ao): a E A, ao E Ao, Q(s(a) ,  so(a0)) • ~};  
because it clearly depends on the gauged sets (A, s) and (Ao, so) we 
denote it by RI(A, s; Ao, so). Notice that while r(a, no) exists whenever 
a C A, ao E Ao and ] a] ~ I ao I, r(a, ao) C Rx(A, s; Ao, So) iff a is 
compatible with ao. Notice also that RI(A, o~; Ao , so) c Surf A U Surf 
Ao and that RI(A,  ~; Ao, so) = ~ if no element of A is compatible with 
any element of A0. 
We denote RI(A, s; Ao, so) in two other ways: asR~(A, Ao) and as 
A1. Whenever any possible confusion can result we shall use the original 
notation. 
A gauge sl on A~ is now defined by the requirement that for each 
uEA~ 
a~(u) --: (J{Q(s(a), ~o(ao)): a E A, ao C Ao, and r(a, ao) = u}; 
from a previous remark, st(u) c [u] and hence sl is indeed a gauge. 
If A~ = ~,  then s~ is the void function• In any case we obtain the gauged 
set (A~, ~1), and we may repeat the construction with (A, s) and 
(A1, al). 
Assuming that (A~, a~) has been defined, we let 
R~+~(A, s; Ao , so) = RI(A, s; A~ , s~) 
and denote this set by A~+I or R~+~(A, Ao). Explicitly, we have 
A~+~ = {r(a, u):  a E A, u E A~ , Q(s(a) ,  s , (u )  ) ~ $2~} 
and we define the gauge s,+l on A~+I by requiring that 
~+l(v) -- U{Q(s(a), s~(u)): a E A, u E A~ , r(a, u) -- v I 
for each v E A~+~. 
• Our construction has now produced the sequence { (A~ , a~) :n = 1, 2, 
• • .} of gauged sets. Observe that if R~(A, Ao) = ;Z] for some n, then s .  
is the void function and R~(A,  Ao) = ~ whenever m > n. 
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For completeness, we set R0(A, a; Ao, no) = Ao, let ao be taken as the 
gauge on Ao,  and obtain the sequence {(A~, a.) :  n = 0, 1, ...} of 
gauged sets. 
It  is worthwhile to observe what happens in the ease that both gauged 
sets are simple. If we start with the simple gauged sets (A, e) and (Ao, Q, 
then a E A is compatible with ao C Ao iff Q({a}, {ao}) ~ ~,  that is, iff 
a = aou or ao = au for a unique u C A. If the pair (a, ao) is compatible, 
then Q({a}, {ao}) = u = r(a, ao). Hence 21(A, Ao) = {r(a, a0): Q({a}, 
{ao}) ~ 2J} = {Q({a},{ao}): a E A,  ao C Ao} = Q(A,  Ao). I r is  now 
easy to check that ~l(u) --- In} for each u C AI and hence that al = ~; 
the construction shows that ~ = ~ for M1 n >__ 0. Hence the construction 
applied to simple gauged sets is the same construction used in Riley 
(1067). 
We now return to Example 2 and indicate the first steps of the con- 
struction with (A, a) = (Ao, no). Notice that A has 3 elements, a(A ) 
has 19, A1 has 2, a~(A1) has 4, As has 5, and ~2(A2) has 20. Notice also 
that while (A, a) and (A1, al) are codes, (As, a2) is not a code because 
~s(01) N ~s(lO) ~ ~2~. 
We check compatible pairs in order to obtain the set A~ : 
Q(a(a) ,  a(5)) = {1}, r(a, b) = 0 
Q(ol(a), a(c) )  = {10, 01}, r(a, c) = 10 
Q(a(b) ,  a(c) )  = {0}, r(b, c) = 0 
and hence A~ = R~(A, A )  = {0, 10}. We ther~ use our definition of ~ to 
compute that: a~(0) = {0, 1} and a~(10) -- {10, 01}. Hence we have the 
gauged set (A~ , ~) .  
We then check compatible pairs for (A, a) and (A~ , ~)  to get A2 : 
Q(a(a) ,  al(0)) = {01, 10, 00}, r(a, O) = 01 
Q(a(b),  a~(0)) = {010, 100, 001, 110, 101, 0111, r(b, O) = 010 
Q(o~(c), a,(O)) -- {1010, 1000, 0100, 0010, 0001, 1100, 
1001, 0110, 0101, 0011}, 
Q(~(a),  ~1(lo))  = lo}, 
Q(~(b), ~i(lO)) = {10, 01}, 
Q(a(c) ,  al(10)) = {100, 010, 001}, 
r(c, O) = 1010 
r(a, 10) = 1 
r(b, 10) = 10 
r(c, 10) = 010 
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and so 
A2 = RI(A, At) = {01,010, 1010, 1, 10}. 
We then compute that: 
a2(1)  = {0} 
a2(01) = {01, 10, 00} 
a=(lO) = {i0, 01} 
a2(010) = {010, 100, 001, 110, 101,011} 
a2(1010) = {1010, 1000, 0100, 0010, 0001, 1100, 1001, 0110, 0101, 
0011}. 
The gauged set (A2, a2) has now been constructed. Continuation should 
be clear. 
The example just given indicates that the problem of constructing 
the gauged sets (As, as) could become very tedious for general gauged 
sets (A, a) and (A0, a0). The example also suggests that perhaps for 
special gauges life might be a good bit simpler. This is actually the 
case for Example 3 and, indeed, for all gauged sets obtained by means 
of the p-spheres determined by an index. A good deal of simplicity is 
obtained from the fact that compatibility of words can be characterized 
in terms of the function p~ and the index functions. This, in turn, gives a 
straightforward way to compute am(u) for u C An . We show now how 
this happens. 
For a C A and a0 E A0 we define the functions S, F, and M as follows: 
If(a) if [ao[ < [a[ 
S(a, ao) = ~fo(ao) if l a l  < l ao I 
[undefined otherwise 
F(a, ao) = f(a) + fo(ao) -- p(a, ao) 
i (a ,  ao) = min {S(a, ao), F(a, ao)}. 
It should be noted that S(a, ao) and M(a, ao) are defined iff I a I # 
I ao I and that M(a, ao) > 0 iff F(a, ao) >_ 0 and S(a, ao) exists. We can 
now state our first theorem. 
TEEOREM 1. Q(a:(a), a:o(ao) # ~ iff M(a, ao) > O. 
Proof: Suppose u E Q(a/(a), a:o(ao) , then S(a, ao) exists because 
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I a] ~ [ a01; assume l a] < [a0 ]. Then there exists a' ~ a~,(a) and 
no' C aso(ao) such that ao' = a'u, l a'l >_ l a I, p(a, a') < f(a) and 
p(ao, no') < ]o(ao). Using property (3) of p twice we have p(a, no) < 
p(a, a') "4- p(a', no') + p(ao', ao) < f(a) -t- 0 + fo(ao) because p(a', 
a0') = 0 in view of the fact that a' is a prefix of ao'. It follows that 
F(a, no) > 0 and hence that M(a, no) > O. 
Now assume that M(a, ao) > 0 and that I a 1 < t ao I. It is enough to 
exhibit an a' E as(a) which is a prefix of some a[ E aso(ao) in order to 
show that Q(as(a), aso(a0)) ~ ~.  Because M(a, ao) > 0 we know that 
F(a, ao) > 0 and so p(a, ao) < f(a) -t- fo(ao). Because a0 = a'u for 
I a' ] = [ a [, we see that p(a, no) = p(a, a') = p(au, a') = p(au, a'u) < 
f(a) + fo(ao). Clearly, if 0 < p(a, no) <_ f(a), then a' E as(a); if 
0 < p(a, ao) < fo(ao), then au E aso(ao). In either case, Q(as(a), 
aso(ao)  ;~ ~.  We canthen assume that 1 < p(a, no) = h + k < f(a) + 
fo(ao) with h and k positive integers uch that h < f(a) and k < fQ(ao). 
By the (*) condition for p, there exists some b E In] such that p(a, b) = h 
and p(b, a') = k. Hence b E as(a), bu E aso(ao), b is a prefix of bu, and 
so the proof is complete. | 
The importance of this theorem is that to check compatibility of 
dements in our situation we need not construct as(a), afo(ao), and 
Q(as(a), aso(ao)) ; we need only compute M(a, no) and this really in- 
volves only the computation of F(a, ao). An example later will illustrate 
this fact. 
T~EORE~r 2. I f  M(a, no) > O, then 
Q(a](a), aso(ao)) = lu': u' E It(a, ao)], p(u', r(a, ao)) <_ M(a, ao)}. 
Proof. Throughout we assume that M(a, ao) > 0 and that [ a I < 
I a~l with ao = a'u with a' E [a] and r(a, ao) = u. Hence p(a, ao) <_ 
f(a) -[- fo(ao). 
Now suppose that u' C [u], p(u', u) < M(a, ao). If a' E af(a), then 
t ! ! ! / 
p(a, a') _< f(a), and because p(au ,  ao) = p(au ,  a'u) = p(u,  u) <_ 
M(a, ao) < S(a, ao) = fQ(aO), a'u' E as0(ao). Therefore u' E Q(ar(a), 
aso(ao)). If a' ~ as(a), then p(a, a') > f(a), f(a) - p(a, a') = f(a) - 
= fo(ao) + I f (a )  - p (a ,  d)] < fo(ao) .  By p(a, ao) < 0, and M(a, ao) a" ' " ' 
property (*) there exists an E [a] such that p(a, a ) = p(a, a ) -- 
f(a) and p(a, a") = f(a) ;  hence a" E as(a) and we form ao' = a"u' and 
claimthat ao' E aso(ao). Wehavep(ao,  ao') = p(au; a"u') = p(a', a") + 
v(u, u') = p(a, a') - f(a) -4- p(u, u') <<_ p(a, a') - f(a) -4- M(a, no) = 
[p(a, a') - f(a)] + fo(ao) + If(a) - p(a, a')] = fo(ao). It follows that 
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a" E ~f(a), dPu ' E as0(a0), and hence that u' E Q(af(a), ~ro(a0)). 
Therefore 
{u" u' E It(a, a0)], p(u', r(a, ao)) ~ i (a ,  a0)} c Q(ce1(a), as.(a0)). 
For the opposite inclusion we presume that u r E Q(as(a), afQ(ao)). 
Then there exist ao p E afo(ao) and att E as(a) such that ao = a u .  
Because a0' E afo(ao) we have 
0 <_ p(ao, a0') = p(a'u, a'Pu ') = p(a', a") + p(u, u') _< fo(ao) 
and so p(u, u p) <_ fo(ao) -- p(a p, a"). 
On the other hand, p(a, ao) = p(a', a) <_ p(a', a") -k p(a", a) <_ 
p( a', a" ) -k f( a) because d' E aj(a),  ttence p( a, ao) - f( a) ~_ p( a', a" ) 
and we then have 
p(u, u') ~_ fo(ao) - p(a', a") 
~_ fo(ao) - [p(a, ao) - f(a)] 
= fo(ao) -k f(a) - p(a, ao) 
= F(a, ao). 
Clearly, p(u, u') ~ S(a, ao) = fo(ao) and so p(u, u') g M(a, ao). 
Therefore if u p E Q(af(a), a~0(a0)), then u' E [u] ~nd p(u,u ' )  <_ 
M(a, ao). Hence the opposite inclusion holds and the proof is complete. I 
The proof of Theorem 2 is essentially due to Riley. 
Our last theorem of this section shows how to define an index f~ for 
each of the sets A~ that arise in our construction of the sequence of 
gauged sets. 
T~EOREM 3. I f  (A, f) and (Ao, fo) are indexed sets, (A, as) and 
(Ao, C~Zo) are the corresponding auged sets, RI(A, as; Ao, aso) = 
AI ~ f25, then there exists an index fl on A1 such that for each u E A1, 
~ (u) = ~fl(u).  
Proof. Our last theorem, phrased in terms of p-spheres, says that if 
Q(a1(a), aso(ao)) ~ ~Zf and r(a, ao) = u, then 
Q(as(a), afo(ao) = SM(~.~o)(U, p)
where SM(~,ao)(U, p) is the p-sphere around u of radius M(a, ao). If we 
now recall that, for u E A1, al(u) = U{Q(af(a), afo(ao)): r(a, ao) = u} 
then we have al(u) -- U{ SM(~.~o)(U, p) : r(a, ao) ---- u}. 
It is clear that a union of p-spheres around u is a p-sphere around u, 
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and hence if we define fl by requiring that 
fl (u) = max {M(a, a0): r(a, ao) = u}, 
then al (u) = Ss~(~)(u, p) = as~(u) and fl is obviously an index on A1. 
This completes the proof. | 
Co:~o:,:,ARY 4. I f  {(A~, a~): n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  } is the sequence of 
gauged sets that were constructed from the gauged sets (A, as) and (A0, 
aro), then if An # J:~, then there xists an index fi~ on A~ such that a~(u) = 
as~(u) for each u E An. 
I t  is now clear that in the case of gauged sets obtained from indexed 
sets, we need deM only with the indexes involved and not with the gauges. 
We indicate how this technique would apply to Example 3. We let 
(A, f) = (A0, f0) and reeMl that if x, y ~ A then x is compatible with 
y iff I x [ ~ I Y [ and F(x, y) >_ O. Using this we see that 001 is compatible 
with 1010 and with 01010, hence A1 = {r(001, 1010), r(001, 01010)} = 
10, 10}. Because of the simplicity of our example, each u G A~ is r(x, y) 
for only one pair (x, y) of words in A, hencef~(0) = M (001, 1010) -- 1 
~nd fi(10) = M(001, 01010) = 0. Therefore as~(0 ) = [0, 1} ~nd 
a],(10) = {10}. 
If we now apply the procedure to (A, f) and (A~, f~) we find 5 com- 
patible pairs (x, y) with x C A and y C A1 and compute the r(x, y) to 
obtain A2 as 
A~ = {r(001, 0), r(1010, 0), r(01010, 0), r(001, 10), r(1010, 10)} 
= f01,010,  1010, 1, 10}. 
Again each u G A2 is r(x, y) for only one pair (x, y) so we easily com- 
pute that f2(01) = 2, £(010) = 1, f2(1010) = 0, f2(1) = 0, f~(10) = 1 
and hence that 
as~(01) = {01, 11, 00, 10}, as~(010) = {010, 110, 000, 011} 
as,(1010) = {1010}, as,(1) = {1}, as,(10) = {10, 00, 11}. 
The continuation is now obvious. Again notice that (A2, as~) is not a 
code because af2(01) r] aft(10) ¢ JS;. 
If we apply our construction to the code of Example 4 with (A, a s) = 
(A ,a )  = (A0 ,a  ~°) = (A0 ,a0) ,weobta in thesetA1  = R~(A, J ;  
A, d )  and the usual gauge : : .  It is not clear that it is possible to define 
an index f: on A: so that the gauged set (A:,  a:) is the same as the 
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gauged set (A1, all). Of course, all of the gauges am may be obtained by 
the ordinary brute-force method. 
3. TESTS FOR CERTAIN PROPERTIES OF CODES 
A given code (A, a) may have many properties of interest. Given that 
it has a particular property, one may ask if the expanded code (a(A), ~) 
has the same property; the question, of course, can always be asked in 
the other direction. Let us say that ~ property P of a code is expandable 
iff whenever a code has property P, then the expanded code has property 
P and conversely. It turns out that many of the interesting properties 
of codes are expandable. Our concern wiI1 be with three expandable 
properties and we define those properties now; the proof that they are 
expandable follows from the results in the previously cited papers of 
Arquette, Calabi, and Hartnett (1966). 
Given a code (A, a) we say that a finite sequence X = (xl, . . .  ,x . )  
of words of A is a sentence; we extend a to sentences by the requirement 
that 
= . . .  
where the right hand side, as usual, denotes the juxtaposition product 
of the a(x~)'s. We say that y 6 A is admissible ff y 6 a (X)  for some 
sentence X and say that yr is an infix of y if y = uy'v for some possibly 
empty sequences u and v. 
Then (A, a) is correcting iff whenever X and Y are distinct sentences, 
a( X ) n a( Y ) = ~.  We say that (A, a) is decodable iff ( A, a) is correct- 
ing and there exists a positive integer ssuch that if x 6 A, I x I >-- s, Y 
and Z are sentences, xy 6 a(Y)  and xz 6 a(Z) for some sequences y,z in 
A, then Y and Z have the same first word. Finally, we say that (A, a) is 
synchronizable iff (A, a) is correcting ad there exists a positive integer 
t such that if x 6 A, I x i >--- t, and x is an infix of an admissible sequence 
in A, then x has a decomposition x = x~x2 such that whenever yxz is 
admissible for sequences y and z, each of yx~ and x2z is either admissible 
or empty. 
For each of these three properties there is a theorem which provides a
constructive t st for the property in question when the code is simple. 
The theorem for correctability is due to Sardinas-Patterson (1953) and 
the theorems for decodability and synchronizability were given by 
Levenshtein (1962, 1964); a complete treatment of the theorems can be 
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found in Levenshtein (1962) and (1964) and in Riley (1967). We state 
them here for reference. 
I (A, ~) is correctingiff A ['IR,,(A,A) = ~ for alln >__ 1. 
II (A, ,) is deeodable iff (A, e) is correcting and R,o(A, A) = ~,~ 
for some no >_ 1. 
I I I  (A, ~) is synchronizable iff (A, ~) is correcting and Rno(A, 
Surf A) = ~Zf or some no ~ 1. 
For each of the theorems the test involves the collstruction of the sets 
Rn(A, Ao) that we defined before; for I and II we let A0 = A and for III 
let Ao = Surf A. In Riley (1964) it is shown that if t denotes the number 
of dements of Surf A, then it is enough to compute the sets RI(A, A0), 
• .. , Rt+I(A, Ao) and hence the tests are finite. However, the actual 
utility of the tests is largely determined by the amount of work needed 
to calculate those sets. 
If we now use the fact that our properties of interest are expandable, 
we may write the obvious variants of the above theorems. 
I' (A, a) is correcting iff a(A) ['1 R~(a(A), a(A)) = ~ for ~11 
n>l .  
11' (A,  o~) is decodable iff R,o(~(A), ~(A))  = ~ for some no _ 1. 
I I I ' (A, a) is synchronizable iff (A, ,~) is correcting and Rno(a(A), 
Surf a(A))  = ~ for some no ~ 1. 
While the above variants are theorems and do provide tests for the 
properties in question, they are much more bothersome to deal with than 
I, II, and II I  because the sets to be computed now involve the expanded 
codes and we have already seen examples to indicate that a(A) can be 
much larger than A. It is clear that the amount of necessary calculation 
may greatly increase when we switch, say, from I to I'. 
The aim of the next few results is to show that we can simplify m~t- 
ters somewhat. We return to our gauged sets. 
The basic question that concerns us can be ptn'ased as follows: given 
g~uged sets (A, a) and (A0, s0) we may carry out the nth step of our 
construction, obtain the gauged set (R,(A, Ao), a,,), and then form the 
expanded gauged set (a~o(R~(A, o)), ~). On the other hand, we may 
first obtain the expanded gauged sets (a(A), L) and (ao(Ao), ~) and 
then carry out the nth step of our construction and get the simple gauged 
set (R~(a(A), a0(A0)), L). The question: what relationship exists be- 
tween the gauged sets (o~,(R~(A, As)), ~) and (R~(o~(A), a0(Ao)), ~). 
The answer: they are the same. We now provide the necessary proofs. 
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Observe first that if {X~} and { Yj} are families of subset of A, X 
UX~ and Y ~- UY~, then 
Q(X, Y) ~ UIQ(X~ , Yj): X~ E [X~}, Yj E {Y~}}. 
Our basic theorem about gauged sets can now be given. 
T~EOREM 5. Suppose (A, a) and (Ao, ao) are gauged sets. Then 
RI(a(A ), ao(Ao)) = al(RI(A, Ao) ). 
Proof. By an early remark RI(a(A), ao(Ao)) = Q(a(A), ao(Ao)), 
and in view of our observation just above Q(a(A), ao(Ao)) = 
U{ Q(a(a), no(no)): a E A, ao E Ao}. So we must prove that 
(J{Q(a(a), no(a0)): a E A, a0 E A0} = (Jinx(u): u E R~(A, Ao)}. 
By definition al(u) = U{Q(a(a), a0(ao)): r(a, no) = u} and hence the 
right hand side is contained in the left hand side. To go the other way, 
suppose u' E Q(a(a), no(no). Because Q(a(a), ao(ao)) ~ 25, l a[ 
[ a01 and hence r(a, no) = u for some u E R~(A, A0). It follows that 
Q(a(a), a0(a0)) c a~(u). Therefore the left hand side is contained in 
the fight hand side and we are finished. I
We are now in a position to prove that the answer to our question is 
correct. 
COROLLARY 6. Foreachn >_ 1, R,(a(A ), aQ(Ao) =- a~(R,(A,Ao)  = 
Proof. By induction. For n = 1 we apply Theorem 5 to conclude that 
RI(a(A), a0(Ao)) = aI(R~(A, Ao)) as required. Now assume that the 
equality holds for n = k. Then for n = k + 1 we have 
Rk,~(a(A ), a0(Ao)) = R~(a(A ), Rk(a(A ), ao(Ao) ). 
By the inductive step, Rk(a(A), ao(Ao)) = ak(Rk(A, Ao)) and hence 
R~+I(a(A ), a0(A0)) -- R~(a(A ), ak(R~(A, Ao))) = R,(a(A ), a~(Ak) . 
We then apply Theorem 5 with (A0, ao) replaced by (A~, ak) to con- 
clude, because of the definitions of a~+~ and R~(A, A ~), that 
R~+I( a( A ), a~( Ao) ) -~ ak+~( R~( A, A~) ) = ak+~( R~+~( A, Ao) ). 
Hence the equality holds for n -- k + 1 and, by induction, the theorem 
is established. I 
Our last theorem, applied to the variants I', II', and III', immediately 
yields the theorems which provide tests for the three properties of codes 
we have been studying. 
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THEORE~ 7. Let (A, a) be a code. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) (A, a) is correcting. 
(2) 4(A ) Na~(Rn(A,a;A,a)  ) = ~?] foralln ~ 1. 
(3) Foreachn >_ 1, i fu E R,(A,  a;A, a) anda C A, then 
4(a) N4~(u) = ~. 
Proof. Corollary 6 and I' immediately show that (1) is equivalent to 
(2). The equivalence of (2) and (3) is trivial in view of the fact that 
a(A ) ~ 4~(R~(A, A ) ) = [[Ja(a)] N [(JIa~(u): u E R,(A,  A)] 
= U[4(a) N 4~(u)]. |
If a = as for some index f on A, then condition (3) of Theorem 7 
may be written as: for each n > 1, if u E R~(A, A) and a E A, the~l 
p(a, u) > f(a) + f=(u) wheref~ is the index onA=. 
THEOX~EM 8. Let (A, 4) be a code. Then (A, 4) is decodable iff (A, a) 
is correcting and R~o( A, 4; A, 4) = ~ for some no >_ 1. 
Proof. Corollary 6 and II' show that (A, 4) is decodable iff (A, a) is 
correcting and a,o(R~o(A, 4; A, 4) ) = ~ for some n~ > 1. But 
a~o(R=o(A,a;A, 4)) = ~ iff R=o(A,a;A, 4) = ;J 
by our construction and so the theorem is proved. I
THEOREM 9. Let (A, a) be a code. Then (A, 4) is synehronizable iff 
( A , 4) is correcting and R~o (A, a; Surf 4 ( A ), ~ ) = ;i~ for some no > 1. 
Proof. In III ' we may write R~o(4(A), Surf a(A))  as Rno(4(A), 
~(Suff a(A)))  and apply Corollary 6 to the gauged sets (A, a) and 
(Surf a(A),  ~) to conclude that R~o(4(A), t(Suff a(A)))  = 
4,~o(R,o(A, 4;Surf 4(A), ~). But again 4~0(R~0(A, a; Surf a(A), t) ) = 
iff R~o(A, a; Surf a(A ), t) = ~ and so the theorem follows. I 
An examination of the three theorems reveals that while we need 
compute only the sets R=(A, 4; A, 4) involving A for Theorems 7 and 8, 
we have to compute the sets R=(A, a; Surf 4(A), t) involving 4(A) for 
Theorem 9. From a computational point of view this is still undesirable; 
a modification due to Calabi allows us to deal with sets that involve 
only A. The modification depends upon a reformulation of III ' ia which 
we replace Surf 4(A) by a new set S(4(A))  = 4(A) U Surf a(A). 
First we need an easy result. 
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Ln~a~A 10. Suppose that (B, ~), (C, ~) and (D, ~) are simple gauged 
sets. Then (C U D, ~) is a simple gauged set and for each n >__ 1 
I~,(B, C U D) = R~(B, C) U R,(B, D). 
Proof. The fact that (C U D, ~) is a simple gauged set is trivial so we 
turn to the equality. Recall that for the case of simple gauged sets 
RI(B, C U D) = Q(B, C U D) and, by an earlier observation, 
Q(B, C U D) = Q(B, C) U Q(B, D). But Q(B, C) = RI(B, C) and 
Q(B, D) = RI(B, D). Therefore R~(B, C U D) = R~(B, C) U R~(B, D) 
and so the equality holds for n = 1. Assume that it holds for n = k. 
Then Rk+~(B, C U D) = RI(B, Rk(B, C U D) ) = RI(B, R~(B, C) U 
Rk(B, D)) = RI(B, Rk(B, C)) U RI(B, Rk(B, D)) = Rk+I(B, C) U 
Rk+I(B, D) because of the inductive hypothesis and the case for n = 1. 
Hence, the lemma holds by induction. | 
We now state and prove what amounts to a variant of I I I  ~. 
III '~ Let (A, a) be a code. Then (A, a) is synchronizable iff (A, a) 
is correcting and R~o(cz(A), ~; S(a(A)) ,  ~) = ~ for some 
no>_ 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 10 we have that for each n >_ 1 
R~(a(A), S(~(A))) = R~(~(A), a(A) U S~ ~(A)) 
= R~(a(A), a(A)) U R~(a(A), Surf a(A)).  
Hence if R~o(a(A), S(a(A)) )  = ~; for some no and (A, a) is cor- 
recting, then R~o(a(A), Surf a(A )) = jZf and hence (A, a) is synchro- 
nizable by III '. Conversely, if (A, a) is synchronizable, then (A, a) is 
correcting and R~o(a(A), Surf a(A)) = .~ for some nl by III ' . But 
(A, a) is deeodable by Calabi and Arquette (1965) and hence R~(ot(A ), 
a(A)) = ~ for somen~ by II'. Now let no = max {n~, n2}. Then, by 
Lemma 10, 
R~0(a(A), a (d) )  U R~o(a(a ), Surf a(A ) ) = f2~ = R,o(a(A ), S(a(A ) ) ) 
and so the theorem follows. | 
In order to apply Corollary 6 in the usual way to II I '  we must define 
~ gauge a~ on S(A)  = A U Surf A so that S(o~(A)) = a~(S(A)). 
Forx E S(A)we define a~(x) = U{ [x] n S(a(a)): x E S({a})} and 
have the lemma that we need. We say that a, is the gauge on S(A) 
induced by oe and that ( S( A ), a, ) is induced by ( A, a ). 
LEMMA 11. With the previous notation we have 
(1) S(a(A))  -= U{S(a(a)): a E A} 
(2) S(a(A))  = a~(S(A)). 
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Proof. Because a(a) c a(A) for each a c A, S(a(a)) c S(a(A))  
and hence UlS(a(a)):  a E A} c S(a(A)) .  On the other hand, if 
y E S(ot(A)), then there exists some a' C a(A) such thata' = uy. But 
a(A) -- O |a(a) :  a E A} is a disjoint union of the a(a) 's  and hence 
a' E a(a) for some a E A. But theny E S(a(a)) undhence S(a(A) )  c 
IJ {S(a(a)) :  a E A} and (1) is established. 
For (2) suppose y E a~(x). Then y E S(a(a)) for some a E A and 
hence y E S(a(A)) .  So as(x) c S(a(A))  and then oe~(S(A)) = 
U {as(x): x E S(A)} c S(a(A)) .  Conversely, if y E S(a(A)) ,  then 
y E S(a(a)) for some a E A artd a = uz with [ x I = 1 Y l. But thel~ 
y E a,(x), and so S(a(A))  c a~(S(A)). Hence (2)holds. I
We now give the expected theorem which furnishes a test for synchro- 
nizability of ~ code. 
T~EORE~ 12. A code (A, a) is synchronizable iff (A, a) is correcting 
and R~(A, a; S(A ), a~) = S2~ for some no >_ 1. 
Proof. Lemma 11, part (2) and I I I '  together show that the code 
(A, a) is syncln'onizable iff (A, a) is correcting and R~o(a(A), L; 
as(S(A)), ~) = QJ for some no >_ 1. Then Corollory 6 replaces 
R~o(a(A), ~; ao(S(A)), ~) by a~o(R,o(A, a; S(A),  as). But, as noted 
before, a~o(R~o(A, a; S(A),  a~)) = Zf iff R~0(A, a; S(A),  a~) = ~ and 
the theorem follows. [ 
It  is natural to expect hat if (A, f) is an indexed set, (A, as) is the 
corresponding gauged set, and (S(A),  as) is the gauged set determined 
above, then there exists an index fi on S(A) such that the gauged set 
(S(A),  af,) corresponding to (S(A),  fi) is just (S(A),  a,). This is 
indeed the case and we provide the details now; the definition of fi is 
essentially due to Calabi. 
Forx E S(A)  we let re(x) = max{p(x, y): y E [x]} and for x E S(A) 
and a E A we let F,(x, a) = min {re(x), f(a)}. Finally, we definefi(x) = 
max {F,(x, a): a E A and x E S( {a} )}. Notice that there always exists 
some a E A such that ux = A and such that fi(x) = F~(x, a) = rain 
Ira(x), f(a)}. Clearly, fi is an index on S(A).  
THEOREM 13. I f  (A, f) is an indexed set, (A, as) is the corresponding 
gauged set, and (S(A ), as) is the gauged set induced by (A, as), then for 
each x E S(A) ,  as(x) = ai,(x), where fi is the index of S(A) defined 
above. Hence (S(A),  as) = ( S(A ), as~). 
Proof. We show that a~(x) c ae.(x) for each x C S(A).  Suppose 
y C a~(x). By the definition of as(x), y E [x] ['1 S(a(a) ) for some a E A 
such that x E S({a} ). Hence a = ux for some u and u'y C as(a) for 
some u'. But then ux ~ as(a), u'y E as(a), and so 0 < p(ux, u'y) = 
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p(u, u') -{- p(x, y) ~ f(a), in particular, p(x, y) <: f(a). But clearly 
p(x, y) < m(x), and so p(x, y) ~_ F~(x, a) <: fi(x) and y E ass(x). 
To show that as,(x) c a~(x) for each x E S(A), we pick y E as,(x). 
Then p(x, y) < fi(x) by definition. From our previous remark, there 
exists an a E A such that p(x, y) < f,(x) -= F,(x, a) = re.in {re(x), 
f(a)} <_ f(a) and a ux for some u. But then p(ux, uy) <_ f(a) and so 
uy E as(a) and hence y C a~(x). This completes the proof. ] 
4. APPLICATION OF THE TESTS TO EXAMPLE CODES 
In order to show how the tests provided by the theorems of the last 
section apply to particular codes, we give some simple examples which 
indicate the essential notions involved. For convenience, we letter the 
examples. 
(a) If we apply our construction to the code of Example 1 we find 
that RI(A, ~; A, ~) = f2~. Hence, by I, (A, ~) is correcting, and by II, 
(A, ~) is decodable. However, (A, ~) is not synchronizable because 
R~(A, ~;S(A), ~) = R,+3(A, ~;S(A), ~) = {10} ~ ~ for alln >_ 0. 
(b) We check the code of Example 2 for correcting ability using 
Theorem 7, parts (1) and (2). Earlier we computed A~ = 10, 10} with 
a~(0) = {0, 1} and al(10) = [10, 01}. We then went on to compute 
A2 = {01, 010, 1010, 1, 10]. However, 010 E a(a) and 1010 C a(b) and 
so a(A) N A~ ~ ~ and (A, a) is not correcting. 
(c) A similar check of the code of Example 3 reveals again that 
a(A) N A~ ¢ ~ and hence the code is not correcting. 
(d) We now give an example to indicate the utility of the index func- 
tions f~ on the A~. We let A = {a, b I where a = 010110, b = 01001101, 
f(a) = f(b) = 1 and restrict he function p to be the Hamming distance. 
Then we have 
010110 01001101 
110110 11001101 
000110 00001101 
011110 01101101 
010010 01011101 
010100 01000101 
010111 01001001 
01001111 
01001100 
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We check to see if a is compatible with b using Theorem 1. Now 
] a i ~ l b l, F(a, b) = f (a)  -F f(b) - p(a, b) = 1-F  l -2_>0andso  
a is compatible with b and RI(A, af ; A, as) = {r(a, b)} = {01} = A1. 
¥1Te then have that  f1(01) = M(a, b) = min {S(a, b), F(a, b)} = 0. 
We now check the compatibi l i ty  of a with 01 and b with 01. Again 
i a I ~ 101 [, F(a, 01) = f (a)  "Jr- £(01)  - p(a, 01) = 1 -]- 0 -- 0 = 
1 > 0, a is compatible with 01, and hence r(a, 01) = 0110 C A2 • In  
similar fashion, I b[ ~ 101 I, F(b, 01) = f(b) H- £(01)  - p(b, 01) = 
1 -F 0 - 0 = 1 >_ 0 and hence b is compatible with 01 and r(b, 01) = 
001101 E A2 • I t  follows that  A2 = {0110, 001101}. The index f2 on A., 
is given by  
£ (0110) = M (a, 01) = min {1, 1} = 1, 
f2(001101) = M(b, 01) = min {1, 1} = 1. 
For convenience, we give a table of what  we have done: 
A f(x) for At ~(u) for ~(~) for 
x E A u 6 A1 A2 u E A~ 
a = 010110 1 01 0 0110 1 
b = 01001101 1 001101 1 
Clearly, 010110 isnotcompat ib leMth001101so  weneedon lycom-  
pure 
F(010110, 0110) = f(010110) +~(0110)  - 0(010110, 0110) 
=1+1-2~0 
F(01001101, 0110) = f(01001101) +~(0110)  
- -  0(01001101, 0110) 
= 1+1- -1  = 1~0 
F(01001101, 001101) = f(01001101) +~(001101)  -- p(01001101, 
001101) 
=1+i - -4<0.  
Then010110 iscompat ib lewi th0110,  andr(010110,0110)  = 10 6 A3; 
similarly, 01001101 iscompat ib le  ~th0110andr (01001101,0110)  = 
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1101 C Aa.  Hence we have A3 = {10, 1101} with f3 given by f3(10) = 
rain {1, 0} = 0 andf3( l l01)  = rain {1, 1} = 1. Therefore we have the 
table 
A, %(u) #r  u E A, 
10 0 
1101 1 
and we again check for compatibil ity. 
F(a, 10) = 1 + 0 - p(a, 10) = 1 - 2 < 0 and so a is imt compatible 
with 10. 
F(a, 1101) = 1+1 - -p (a ,  1101) = 1+ 1 -  1 >0 and soa iscom-  
patible with 1101 and r(a, 1101) = 10 C A~. 
F(b, ! 0) = 1 + 0 - p(b, 10) = 1 - 2 < 0; not compatible. 
F(b, 1101) = 1 + 1 - p(b, 1101) = 1 + 1 - 2 ~ 0; hence compati-  
ble, and r(b, 1101) = 1101 C A4. Then A4 = {10, 1101}, and f4(10) = 
min {1, 1} = 1, f4(1101) = min { 1, 0} = 0 and so we have another table: 
A4 f4(u) for u E A4 
10 1 
1101 0 
At  the next step we obtain the results that  
F(a, 10) = 1+ 1 - 2 > O, 
F(a, llO1) = 1 + O- -  1 > O, 
F(b, 10) = 1+ 1- -  2 > O, 
F(b, 1101) = 1+ 0- -  2 < 0, 
r(a, 10) = 0110 C A5 
r(a, 1101) = 10 C A5 
r(b, 10) = 001101 C A5 
not compatible. 
I t  follows that  A5 = {10, 0110, 001101} and we have the table: 
,15 fi(u)foru E A~ 
10 0 
0110 0 
001101 0 
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At the next step we £md that 
F(a, lO) = 1+0-2  <0,  
F(a, OllO) = 1 +0-  1 _>0, 
F(b, 10) = 1+0- -  2 <0,  
F(b, OllO) = 1 +0-  2 <0,  
F(b, 001101) = 1 + 0 - 4 < 0,
not compatible 
r(a, 1101) = 10 ~ A6 
not computible 
not compatible 
not compatible. 
We then have A6 = {10} with f,(10) -- 0 and hence the table. 
A~ f~(~O for ~ ~ A~ 
10 0 
Checking compatibility, we find that ~ (a, 10) < 0 and F(b, 10) < 0, 
hence there are no compatible pairs and A7 = ~ = RT(A, ~ ; A, ai). 
I t  is routine to check that ~(A) N Ai = ~ for i = 1, 2, • •., 6, hence 
a~(A) A A~ = ~ for all n >_ 1. It  then follows from Theorem 8 that 
(A, af) is decodable because (A, ~f) is correcting and RT(A, A) = ~.  
It  can be shown that (A, as) is not synchron~zable but we shall not 
carry out the details. We shall illustrate the synchrorhzability test with 
another somewhat simpler example. 
(e) Let A = {a, b}, a -- 010, b = l10111, f (a)  = 1, andf (b)  = 0. 
We then have 
010 110111 
110 
0o0 
011 
We compute directly that Q(ov(a), as(b)) = [111}, and so A~ = 
/~I(A, a s ; A, ~]) = [111}, ~(111) -- II11}. At the next stage of the 
construction Q(a~(a), a1(111)) = Q(af(b), a~( l l l ) )  = ;2;, hence A2 -- 
/~(A, a f ; A, a]) = ~E;. I t  follows immediately that (A, ~f) is deeodable. 
We now apply Theorem 12 to check the syaohronizability of (A, as). 
Ia view of the extensive computations of example (d), we give only a 
tabular presentation of the results of the test. Ignoring the gauges 
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involved, we have the following scheme: 
1. (A,f) gives (S(A),fs) by Theorem 13 
2. (A, f) and (S(A), fs) give (A1, fl) by the construction 
3. (A, f) and (A1, f~) give ~A2, f2) by the construction 
n -k 2. (A, f) and (As , f ,)  give (A~+,, f~+l) by the construction 
: : : : 
It is clear that if (As,  f~) is the same as (A~+I, f~+~) for some n _~ 1, 
then (A , ,  f~) is the same as (A.+~, f~+~) for all k ~_ 0. If (A . ,  f,) = 
(A,+I, f~+~) and As ~ ~,  then (A, af)~is not synchronizable. Our table 
shows that (A2, f2) = (A3, f3) and hence that our code is not syn- 
chronizable. 
A / 
010 1 
110111 0 
S(A) y. A1 A 
010 1 
II0111 0 
0 l 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
10 1 10 1 
II 0 
111 0 111 0 
0111 0 0111 0 
10111 0 10111 0 
A~ f~ A, f, 
0 0 
1 0 
I0 I 
0111 0 
10111 0 
i 
0 0 
o 
1 
(] i l l  0 
1( t l l l  0 
Synchronization Test Table for the Code (A, a/) 
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